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Abstract
High-quality labeled datasets are critical to the advances in machine learning and
tend to benefit all kinds of model-centric algorithms, such as novel architectures and
loss functions. The labeling process is usually label-intensive and time-consuming
since it includes many turns of data selection, data cleaning, and data analysis.
There are tons of work that aim to solve each specific step, but it lacks an understanding of how to combine them and, most importantly, a standard testbed
for different dataset improving techniques. We, therefore, present the concept of
a multi-domain benchmark for acquiring consistent labels with limited budgets.
In contrast to most benchmarks that encourage novel model-centric algorithms,
our multi-domain data-centric benchmark encourages algorithms to improve the
provided dataset. The proposed benchmark consists of different resolutions, class
distributions and domains ranging from biological to medical domains.
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Introduction

Various benchmarks are used to gauge the advances in machine learning. Most benchmarks usually
introduce a set of new tasks and a corresponding fixed dataset, such as ImageNet [11]. Machine
learning researchers are encouraged to compete by devising novel algorithms on model architectures,
loss functions, optimization techniques, etc., while discouraged to improve the data, such as relabeling
the existing dataset or utilizing other in-domain datasets. Given that label errors are prevalent in
machine learning datasets [25], this constraint can lead to overfitting the label errors in the train set.
Recent work [3, 43] echo the importance of the data quality by showing that almost every model
architecture improves after cleaning the train set labels.
There are many ways to improve datasets. Many data cleaning algorithms [1, 7, 14, 6] have been
translated into tools and possibly repair errors. Removing biased [40, 23, 23, 39] or sprious correlations [38] from train set is particularly important in safety-critical applications, such as health care
system. Active learning aims to sample new labeled data from the unlabeled pool [28, 12, 36] The
advances in semi-supervised learning show that adding in-domain unlabeled data increases model
performances [37] and model robustness [5]. While there are many different ways to improve datasets,
it still lacks a systematic way to combine them, and most importantly, a standard testbed for different
dataset improving techniques.
Most dataset improving techniques acquire additional human annotations, hampering direct comparisons between different approaches. To provide a reproducible and reliable benchmark for different
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Figure 1: Illustration of data-centric Benchmark – The input for the benchmark a set of unlabeled
images (grey dots) which are separated into training and test data. The unlabeled training data
is labeled (green block) and a classifier is trained on the labeled data (yellow block). The target
challenge is a classification of the test data with the trained model. Common benchmarks [18, 8, 17]
focus on the model training and expect the labeled data to be given. In our benchmark, we fix the
used model and focus on better data labeling e.g. by roughly labeling all samples, by detailed labeling
of few samples or removing (dashed circles) or adding training data (double stroked circles).

dataset improving approaches, we need to include the worker simulations. Worker simulation has
been widely discussed in many different domains, such as emergency and evacuation simulations [2],
competitive crowd marketplaces [29], team performance [30], etc. In this work, we take the first step
by focusing on image classification.
A major reason for label errors in image classification is the intra- and interobserver variability [27,
9, 26, 16, 31, 4, 10, 32, 15]. Following previous work [21], we simulate the worker responses from
the underlying label distribution. Specifically, we model the underlying labels by assuming that
every image has an unknown soft probability distribution l ∈ [0, 1]k for classification task over k
classes. The assumption is motivated by two reasons. Firstly, the mislabeled images exist due to
annotators’ subjective opinions, e.g., the grade of an illness. A hard label l ∈ {0, 1}k could not
model such a difference over the complete annotator population. Secondly, if we look for examples
of biological processes, there are images of intermediate transition stages between two classes, e.g.,
the degeneration of living plankton to dead biomass.
The literature describes a variety of method to solve the classification task of images. Many of these
algorithms are non-data-centric and thus either expect high quality hard labels [37] or consider some
image as falsely classified [20]. These algorithms do not consider the unknown soft label distribution
and thus ignore valuable information in the data. A consensus processes can be used to get more
consistent labels but this requires many annotations and thus is often not viable on a large scale.
Data-centric algorithms like [31, 32] consider the soft label distribution to create proposals for more
consistent annotations e.g. by clustering visual similar images and therefore can solve the task most
likely with better and fewer labels. However, no general testbed exists to compare these algorithms
which hinders the research in this area.
As shown in Figure 1, we present the concept of a multi-domain benchmark for acquiring consistent
labels with limited budgets. In contrast to most benchmarks, our benchmark includes the worker
annotations simulations, providing participants noisy annotations at a fixed cost. The benchmark
expects a fixed number of images and labels from the data-centric algorithms. The performance is
determined by the test set performance of the neural network trained on the provided labels.
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Benchmark

The main goal of our benchmark is acquiring consistent labels with as few annotations as possible.
The benchmark can be used to compare a wide variety of data-centric methods. With the amount of
annotation being fixed, the participants need to decide which image to annotate and how much they
trust each annotation.
In general, the described task is a two dimensional problem with regard to the quality labels and
the amount of annotations.A two-dimensional optimization is difficult to evaluate across different
2

Table 1: Overview of possible usable dataset – # is an abbreviation for number. The class imbalance
is given as the percentage of the smallest and largest class with regard to the complete dataset. n is
the average of annotations per image

Name

# classes

Plankton [31]
Turkey [41]
Mice Bone [34]
CIFAR10-H [27]

(a) Plankton [31]

10
2
3
10

Input size [px]
96x96
96x96
224x224
32x32

(b) CIFAR10-H [27]

# Images
12280
8040
724
10000

(c) Turkey [41]

Class Imbalance [%]
Smallest

Largest

4.16
9.66
10.81
9.88

30.37
90.33
63.98
10.16

n
24
3
3
51

(d) Mice Bones [33]

Figure 2: Example images for possible datasets – The red and blue rows are examples of two
different with a high agreement between the annotators. The grey center row show images with a
high annotation variability between the red and blue class. Images taken from [32] with authors
permission.

methods and thus we decided to simplify the task by introducing an annotation budget b. An
annotation budget b ∈ R>0 describes how many annotations can be used relative to the size of the
dataset.For example a budget of 0.5 for a dataset with 1000 images means that we can use 500
annotations. However, we can decide how we distribute the annotations between the images e.g. 5
images with 100 annotations each or 100 images with 5 annotations each. An annotation a ∈ {0, 1}k
is a hard approximation of l from a human or an oracle in an automatic environment. The annotations
can be automatically be acquired from an annotation oracle which is described in subsection 2.1.
The benchmark challenge is to relabel the data with a given budget b so that an given model Φ could
be trained more successfully. The usage of one or few annotations will be insufficient to approximate
the unknown soft probability distribution l in all cases. Thus the participants of the benchmark have
to decide how to use their budget. Possible decisions could be the following: labeling many images
roughly, labeling few images in detail, add or remove data points. A main goal is to identify and
relabel poor approximation of l which are misleading during the training of Φ and thus improve
the final classification [32, 43]. We can evaluate the consistency of the generated labels with the κ
metric [22] and the prediction accuracy of Φ on the test set. We will describe suitable datasets the
benchmark in subsection 2.2.
2.1

Annotation Oracle

For the systematic evaluation of our benchmark, we need ideally the soft label distribution l for every
image and humans which provide new annotations during the relabeling. However, the soft label
distribution is unknown and including humans in an automatic benchmark is not feasible. Thus, we
need to approximate l and provide an annotation oracle based on the approximation of l.
If we have n annotations a1 , ..., an ∈ {0, 1}k per image, we can approximate l with the average of
P
the annotations ˆl = n1 i∈{1,..,n} ai . We assume that for n −→ ∞ the approximation ˆl is identical
to l because it represent the consensus of different annotations. The annotation oracle models the
human annotations by sampling from the approximated underlying label distributions ˆl. We might
3

need add some simple thresholds to model elements like confirmation bias if the annotation should
also consider a given proposal.
We are aware that this annotation oracle is a simplification of the reality and discuss possible benefits
and issues in section 3.
2.2

Datasets

The main requirement for using a dataset in the benchmark is that we have n annotations per image
with n as high as possible to approximate l better. We focus on 2D image classification with
hundreds to thousands of images because otherwise the required annotations would not be obtainable.
Preferable we would use already existing published [27] or unpublished [32, 4, 41, 24, 35] datasets
with multiple annotations. An non-extensive overview about possible datasets is given in Table 1 and
some example images are given in Figure 2. Overall, we aim at 5 to 10 different datasets with a wide
variety. The variety should include the domains, resolutions, image modalities, number of classes,
number of approximations and class distributions.

3

Discussion

In this part, we will discuss the beneficial effects, limitations and open questions of the our benchmark.
Evaluation – The general image classification task is very flexible and can be a proxy task for
many use cases depending on the evaluation metric. For example we can use the Kullback-Leiber
divergence [19] to measure the similarity between the predicted and the approximated ground-truth
distribution ˆl instead of classification score like accuracy or F1-Score . This score would focus more
on understanding the underlying distribution than to focus on possibly overconfident predictions [13]
and could improve even the classification performance [42].
Simulation – A limitation of this benchmark is the simulation of human annotations. We can only
approximate the unknown distribution l with an average over multiple annotations. The annotation
oracle uses random samples from our approximated distribution ˆl as annotations and thus do not
consider the difference between annotators. These simplifications could lead to a simulation of
humans which is incorrect and thus would lead to ill-defined evaluations. However, this assumption is
often used in the literature [32, 31] which makes us confident that the oracle can simulate the reality
sufficiently.
Dataset Size – Moreover, we can not consider datasets with million of images because multiple
annotations for approximated distribution ˆl would not be feasible.
Some open questions remain which need to be experimentally verified or be discussed in the community. It is currently unclear how much improvement can be gained from only tuning the data with a
fixed model for training. It might be of interest to allow more recent models for training over time but
this would limit the comparability. If we evaluate on fixed test set we need to ensure perfect labels.
However, as we argued above we can only approximate the unknown ground-truth distribution and
this will make mistakes which leads to misleading results.
Conclusion – Overall, we believe the benchmark to beneficial for data-centric research as it considers
the complete label distribution and does not ignore several aspects. Some restrictions have to be
considered but the potential gain for machine learning research in general is invalueable.
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